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The classical averaging theory is extended to a case where the oscillator admits 
a homoclinic orbit and the perturbation interacts resonantly with the free oscilla- 
tions. In the present approach we apply a method of vanishing diffusivity and 
obtain the weak convergence of the perturbed solutions to the solutions of an 
appropriately defined averaged system. In the averaged system the concept of 
probability of trapping appears naturally. 
The analysis involves an application of basic tools from the Ito calculus followed 
by a reduction to a pridri estimates on a family of parabolic partial differential 
equations and boundary layer analysis. d 1990 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In the present paper we attempt to formulate and solve the problem of 
resonance trapping in oscillatory systems for some class of problems. As a 
motivation we may consider the forced and dumped pendulum: 
i” + sin xc + &(I0 + /?R”) = 0, (1.1) 
where I,, > 0 is a fixed torque, fl the dissipation parameter, and 6 4 1, a 
small scaling parameter. 
Equation (1.1) represents a model for the behavior of a slightly 
perturbed Hamiltonian system of two degrees of freedom in a E”’ 
neighborhood of a resonant manifold [lS]. In this case, x stands for the 
“slow” phase variable near the resonance. The same equation appears as a 
model for the Josephson junction in the presence of a parallel resistance. In 
the last case, x stands for the superconductivity phase difference across the 
junction [3]. 
If E is small enough (so that &lo < 1 ), then Eq. (1.1) admits a stable 
equilibrium solution located at the inlimas of the potential U(x) = 
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- cos x + sZOx (all identified modulo 271). If I,, <Zmin = 4/?/7c and E is small 
enough, a non equilibrium steady state solution exists as well in the 
clockwise rotations zone (,x?>O) [2]. Both solutions are stable, and the 
domain of attraction of the non equilibrium steady state contains most of 
the clockwise rotations zone (domain II in Fig. l), while the domain of 
attraction of the equilibrium steady state contains most of the liberations 
zone (domain I in Fig. 1). 
For us, the question of interest concerns the future behaviour of the solu- 
tions to (1.1) where the initial data (id) is given in the counterclockwise 
rotations zone (domain III in Fig. l), where E --f 0. Obviously, unless the id 
is given on the stable manifold of the hyperbolic fixed point of (l.l), it is 
obvious that the orbit will choose one of the above stable states as the 
asymptotic limit t -9 co. In other words, the counterclockwise rotations 
zone is composed of a “mixture” of the domains of attraction for both 
steady states. Obviously the choice of the steady state is very sensitive w.r.t. 
the id for E 6 1. 
It is appealing to associate a probability distribution {pi, pi,} to each 
point in the counterclockwise rotation zone, where pi, (pi,) represents the 
“probability” of trapping into the liberation zone (clockwise rotations zone, 
respectively). Since (1.1) as it stands is a deterministic equation, we may 
stimulate it by introducing a small noise as a forcing term: 
.Y + sin xE + &(I0 - /?.P) = &vi(t), (1.1’) 
where the noise [( .) is some normalized stochastic process on a given 
probability space and q is a scaling parameter. Equation (1.1’) is interesting 
by its own (e.g., thermal noise excitation of the Josephson junction [3] but 
in our case we consider the rhs of Eq. (1.1’) as a mathematical artifact, and 
we are interested in the deterministic limit E + 0, q + 0. This idea will lead 
us eventually to the definition of the probability of trapping pi, prr 
discussed above, independently of the special choice of the noise [( .). 
(However, in this paper we will restrict ourselves to perturbations derived 
from a white noise.) 
FIGURE 1 
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The concept of probability of trapping is more problematic if we 
consider parametrically excited systems, given, e.g., by replacing p in (1.1) 
by a phase and time dependent function fi = p(x, i, t), where &x, P, . ) is a 
27~ periodic function of the time. Obviously, the steady equilibrium solution 
of (1.1) exists in this case as well, while the steady non equilibrium solution 
coexists, (in the form of a stable two dimensional torus in the phase/time 
space) for a certain range of parameters. However, it is impossible to divide 
the phase/time space into two domains of attraction, as before. The reason 
is twofold: 
(a) Existence of resonances due to the competition between the 
frequencies of the free pendulum to the time periods of p. 
(b) A possible transversal intersection of the stable-unstable 
manifolds of the hyperbolic stationary point, which leads to horse-shoe 
dynamics and to the emergence of chaotic orbits [9]. 
To illustrate the difliculty due to the existence of resonances, consider a 
reformulation of (1.1) in a subdomain of either the liberations or the 
rotations zone in terms of the action-angle variables {J, S} associated with 
the free pendulum. Then Eq. (1.1) restricted to the given zone, is given by 
3 = eg(J&, e, t) (1.2a) 
0 = w(J&) + ~(JE, e, t), (1.2b) 
where o is the frequency of the free pendulum and g(J, ., .), f(J, ., .) are 
2n x 221 periodic in 8, t and are computable in terms of fi and Z,. Under our 
assumptions, g(0, ., .) = 0 so J= 0 is an equilibrium steady state in the 
liberations zone. Consider the averaged equation 
~=~<,>,J,~ (1.3) 
where 
We assume J= 0 is an asymptotically stable solution of (1.3), i.e., 
(g),.l,<O for J,,, > J > 0. 
(1.4) 
(1.5) 
If g is explicitly independent of time (as in the case of Eq. ( 1.1 ), then by 
the classical averaging theorem, (1.3) approximates the true solution for 
any id in the domain of definition for J, on a finite interval of time. If (1.5) 
holds, then (1.3) also approximates (1.2) asymptotically in time. For 
periodically time dependent g, on the other hand, the solutions of the 
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‘averaged equation may deviate from the exact solutions even on finite time 
intervals, and may be attracted to resonant manifolds in the phase/time 
space, as shown below. 
Suppose JO is a resonant point, i.e., 
and let 
k 
w(J,) = 27c 1, k, 1 disjoint integers (1.6) 
P=J&- J,. 
Then (1.2) is rewritten as 
p+O(&lj”]*) (1.7a) 
(1.7b) 
Here a,., represents a partial derivative w.r.t. (.). Averaging (1.7) w.r.t. t, 
letting 
(g):,~,,,:=~~j~rig(Joi11+2~t,t)dt 
and resealing J= E ~ “*js, r = c”*t we obtain 
-$J= (b+&) + &‘I2 %(g)&~+ O(E) 
-$ II/ = w’(J,,)J+ ~*‘~(f)$,) + O(E) 
Let 
(1.8) 
sP”= $o’(Jo)~* + Q((c/), 
where @/a$ := -g(J,, t+k), and define 
~6 .= 20 + E’l*J(f)kl 
(Jo.*)’ 
so 
(1.9) 
; J= - a,r + &“2J[a&->& + a,(g)&] + O(E) 
g II/ = a,&” + O(E). 
(1.10) 
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We may now compare (1.10) with the formal average over the full torus 
{ 0, t} E 2x x 27~ (1.3). Using (1.9) and (1.10) we obtain 
Let cb := {Z”(., .)<6} and assume the leading order on the right hand 
side (rhs) of (1.11) is strictly negative on ai := {X0( ., .) = 6). Then, for E 
small enough, any orbit starting inside cr6 will never escape the 
neighborhood of the resonance. In particular, the averaged Eq. (1.3) is not 
valid for such id. Since the resonant set (1.6) is in general a dense set, the 
above argument questions the validity of (1.3) as an approximation for (1.2). 
However, if the resonant set (1.6) is of zero Lebesgue measure, then a 
special case of Neishtadt’s theorem [lo] prevails: Given T < cc and 6 > 0, 
the solutions of (1.2) are approximated by (1.3) within a 6 error, uniformly 
on to < t < T, on the set of initial data (id) 
{O,, Jo, to} E {R’ mod 271) x [0, J,,J x [O, T] - X”, 
where 
meas -=z C(T) i 
0 
112 
. 
Note that, in particular, Neishtadt’s theorem guarantees the convergence 
in measure of J”(t) for fixed t > 0, as functions on the parameters pace of 
id (eo, Jo, to)>. 
In this paper we consider a system on the plane R2 which can be viewed 
as a generalization of Eq. (1.1) with a resealed time: 
dz” l- 
Z=EVH(~E)+Q 4to) = zo, (1.12) 
where H is a smooth function V := (--a/ax,, a/ax,), Q := (Q,, Q,) a 
smooth vector field and Q(z, r) is 2~ periodic in r for any z E I@. We avoid 
determining the behaviour of H and Q at infinity and just remark, at this 
stage, that a unique solution to (1.1) exists as long as the corresponding 
orbit does not escape an arbitrary bounded domain Sz c R2. 
In the simplest case H admits a unique minimum (or maximum) at a 
given point and no other critical points. We shall say that in the above 
case, H is “simple.” For a simple H, we may define the associated action 
J := J(H) in a standard way: 
J(z) :=‘I 71 r( 
1 
) x1 dx2 := {area enclosed by T(z)}, 
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where T(z) is the level curve of H intersecting with z. Let 
J”(t)=J(zE(t)), Jo = .I( ZJ. 
A direct substitution in (1.12) yields 
$Q.VJ&. (1.13) 
Consider the angle variable 8 for which (J, 0) is a conjugate pair of 
canonical variables, and let t?“(t) := &z”(t)), &z(O)) = BO. From (l.l), 
where 
dtl” 1 
x = ; W(J”) + O( I), 
w-(J) := g, H = H(J), 
(1.14) 
(1.15) 
and W* > 0 for H simple. 
In the time independent case Q := Q(z) we apply the standard averaging 
theorem on (1.13) and (1.14) to obtain a closed equation for the action J: 
$= <Q JO,,,, J(GJ=Jcl 
where, for cp E C(R2) given in (J, t9) representation: 
wcJ, := k j:” d.4 0) de. 
The averaging operator (. ) can be defined in terms of the original 
variables (xi, x2) by 
(1.18) 
In the case of time periodic Q we obtain the analog of (1.3), replacing 
Q in (1.16) by 
& = Q(z) = & j:’ Q(z, T) dz. 
The resonant set of H is given by 
.G@ := {z E R2; 3k, I integers kW(J(z)) + 271f= O}. 
(1.19) 
(1.20) 
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We impose now the assumption below: 
meas(Kn 9) = 0, (1.21) 
where K is an arbitrary bounded domain and meas( .) refers to the 
Lebesgue measure. It follows that (1.21) is guaranteed if 
dW d= 
dJ=dJ’H#O a.s. (J). 
(1.21) guarantees the condition of Neishtadt’s theorem, as stated above. 
The behaviour of solutions of (1.12) as E + 0 is less obvious if H is non 
simple. We may consider any smooth function H defined on R* such that: 
(a) There exists a finite number of disjoint domains Qa, LX= 1 . .. N, 
where H is simple on each Q,. 
(b) meas(lR2- {lJ;“Q,})=O 
(c) Condition (1.21) is satisfied on each Q,, tl= 1 . ..N. 
Although the results of this paper may easily be extended to the general 
case, as well as to H defined on the cylinder {R’ mod 27~) x [w’ (which 
includes the case of Eq. (l.l)), we will restrict ourselves to the particular 
example of a single homoclinic orbit and three domains of oscillations 
(Fig. 2). 
Here, the action J is not continuously defined over the whole domain. 
Each domain of oscillations Q;2, is characterized by its own action and the 
asymptotic limit given by (1.16) holds in each of the domains, in the sense 
of Neishtadt’s theorem, as long as we do not approach too closely the 
homoclinic orbit. However, the solution of (1.16), defined with respect to 
J( .) in a certain domain of oscillations may lead us to an encounter with 
the homoclinic orbit in a finite time. Intuitively we may suspect that the 
extension of the orbit for later times takes place in one of the adjusted 
FIGURE 2 
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domains of oscillations, and will follow according to (1.16) with the action 
J( .) associated with the chosen domain. 
As a different example we may consider (1.12) with a time dependent H 
and Q=O: 
dz 1 
z = ; H(z, t). (1.22) 
By the adiabatic theory we know that the action associated with the 
hamiltonian (1.22) undergoes a change of order of at most over finite time 
intervals. However, if an homoclinic orbit of H( ., z) exists, (where z is 
fixed), then, at a certain instant t, the orbit may encounter the homoclinic 
orbit of H( ., z = t) and a decision about the future zone of oscillations 
should be made. Note that in (1.12), the orbit is pushed to a fixed 
homoclinic orbit by the perturbation Q, while in the case of (1.22) the orbit 
stays near a given value of the action and the homoclinic orbit itself may 
move towards the orbit. 
The case (1.22) was studied by several authors (e.g., Yoder [16] and 
Henrard [7]). The concept of “probability of trapping” was introduced, 
but its meaning seems to be somewhat vague. The basic assumption of the 
above authors was that the id is uniformly distributed on a small segment 
which intersects the homoclinic orbit transversely. The probability of 
trapping in a certain oscillation zone was interpreted by the measure of the 
set of id on these segments for which the orbit enters the above zone within 
the next period of oscillations. 
Suppose we insert in the rhs of (1.12) a white noise perturbation of 
variance q”*, for some q > 0. This turns (1.12) into an Ito process [8]: 
dz=;oH(z)dt+Q (1.23) 
where B is a normalized Wiener process in R*. The solution of (1.23) is 
given by a family of probability measures on the filtration 6 on the path 
space C( [to, co]; R2), noted by Py$,. P;;“, induces a Markov family of 
transition probabilities in R2: 
PYto, zo, t, dz) = P;&,(z(t) E dz); P’(t,,, zo, to, dz) = 6(z - zo) dz, 
where 6 is the Dirac function, and z( .) is a realization in C( [to, co]; R*). 
Here we ignore the possibility of explosion due to the behaviour of H and 
Q at infinity. (See next section.) 
Note that for q = 0 and any t > to 
F”(tO, zo, t, dz) = 6(z,-z”(t)) dz, z”(t,) = zo. (1.24) 
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If H is simple and Q z Q(z) independent of the time, then the limit E + 0 
of (1.24) exists on the marginal (T algebra of R2 generated by the action J: 
lim P”(to,zo, t,J(z)~dJ)=h(.J,-J(t--to))d.I(z), O<t<T, (1.25) 
E’O 
where (J( .), Jo) is given by (1.16), J(0) =J,. The same is true for the time 
periodic Q in the sense of Neishtadt theorem. In the case where a 
homoclinic orbit is present, the limit (1.25) holds only for t < To, where To 
is the instant at which J(t) encounters the homoclinic orbit. The limit 
(1.25) for t > To does not exist. 
In the present approach we will show that the limit 
(1.26) 
exists, in an appropriate sense over C( [ to, co]; R2) for T > 0 arbitrary. The 
limit Pi&, conditioned on C( [to, To]; R2), is identical with the deter- 
ministic transition probability (1.25), where J( .) is given by (1.16). For 
t 2 To the limit (1.26) yields the probability of trapping in a certain domain 
of oscillations. Before proceeding to a formal exposition of the main results, 
we need some technical remarks. 
2. PRELIMINARIES AND MAIN RESULT 
We introduce a convenient representation to a domain !J c PI2 which 
contains the homoclinic orbit, and %2 is given by a level curve of the 
action in the external domain of oscillations (Fig. 2): 
al2 = (2 E lR2; J(z) = .f}. (2.1) 
Let us assume a homoclinic orbit in the form of Fig. 2. For each domain 
of oscillations Gl, c( = 1, 2, 3, a, = D - (n, u Sz,) we associate the action 
J,( .) defined below. Using the convention 
Ja := {area enclosed by Sz,}, a= 1,2, 
we present the action space by a tree si [Fig. 33 composed of the three 
branches: U, fi, 
d, := C-J,, 0) cc=1,2 
si, E (0, 31. 
(2.2) 
Define the mapping 9: Sz + 6: 
9(z) := J,(z) := J(z) -J,, ZEQr, a=1,2 
9(z) := J,(z) := J(z) - (1, + J,), ZEQ,, 
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where J as defined in the introduction. In the sequel we use J, as both a 
parameter of si, and as the action function J,( .). We will omit the index 
tl occasionally. The averaging operator (1.18) on Q, will be denoted by 
( . ),. Equation (1.16) may now be embedded in a. It gives the evolution 
of J(t) on each of the branches, but does not specify the behaviour at the 
vortex point J, = 0, corresponding to the homoclinic orbit. 
To avoid the influence of H, Q outside Q on the behaviour of the system 
inside 52 we consider the Ito process (1.23) killed at XJ. 
Let 7 be the escape time from 52 due to the Ito process (1.23). We replace 
the filtration e with FT A ,. Since Sz is bounded and (1.23) is a non 
degenerate diffusion with smooth coefficients, there exists a unique solution 
to the killed process given by the Markov family P~&VZ,ESZ [13]. 
The map 9: 52 +fi introduced above can be extended to a map 
.7: C( [to, co); 521 + C( [to, co); fi] in a natural way. .? induces a G algebra 
@7 on C( [to, co); si) by pulling back to FT. We define P;;yZ,, on gT, given 
zo~Q2, by 
By;,(A) := P;&p ‘(A I), A&. (2.3) 
Evidently, &yZ,, induces a “transition probability” from Q to fi: 
Fyt,, zo, t, dJ) = P;;~J/(‘)E dJ), 
where J( .) stands for a realization in C( [to, cc); fi). Note that the strict 
inequality 
I PJ(t,, zo, t, d.T) < 1, t> to ri 
holds due to the killing property of the process. 
Let 8 be a real, non positive valued random variable on a probability 
space independent of the filtration FT. Consider the space of orbits 
C[(-co, oo);Q]-+Q 
____ JzO 
FIGURE 3 
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equipped with the measure 
where 0* is the distribution function of 0. Obviously 
8 * P;;(z( .); z(0) = zo} = 1, 
and z(t) is 0 * P”zb” measurable for t > 0, since I!?* is supported by assump- 
tion on R -. Equivalently to (2.3) we may define the pulling back 
f3 * PE;b”(A) := 8 * P;;@‘(A)), A&. (2.3’) 
We denote expectations w.r.t. P::,?,, P::,O, 8 * P>z, 4 * P;z by lE$,,, lE:zb?,, 
[E&.V z0,8, and E”;dle, respectively. 
We are now in a position to state our main results: 
THEOREM. (a) Assume Q = Q(z) is explicitly independent of time. Then 
for any to E R, z. E 52 not on the homoclinic orbit of H, the limit 
(2.4) 
exists in the weak sense on { C( [to, 00) + fi), &*}. P” is a stationary 
Markov family in the state space fi. For Jo E 6,, say, the transition 
probability Poo(Jo, t, dJ), induced by P$O is given by 
P;;;,,(J(t + to) E dJ) := poo(Jo, 4 dJ) = 6(J3 - Jdt)) xlo,r&) dJ3 
+ {PI h(J, - Jl(t - ToI) dJ, 
+p2 &Jz- JAf- To)) dJ,) xm,mj(t). (2.5) 
Here J3(t) is the solution of (1.16) on h3, J3(0)= Jo, To is the encounter 
time of J3( .) with the vortex point J, =O, J,(t), tl= 1, 2 is the solution of ^ 
(1.16) on LI, where J,(O) = 0, xCrr,bj is the characteristic function on [a, b) 
and, for To< CO, (thus (Q.VJ), (O)<O), p, are given by 
(2.6) 
provided (Q .VJ), (0) < 0, u = 1, 2, 
p,=L p,,=o if (Q .VJ),. (0) > 0. (2.6’) 
(b) Assume Q = Q(z, .) is time periodic and (1.10) holds. Then 
lim lim 8 * P:z E 8 * P”&&, (2.4’) 
q-o&-o 
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holds for any zO E fi not on the homoclinic orbit and any smoothly distributed, 
non positive rv 9. The rhs of (2.4’) is determined by PO-‘, as given in (2.5), 
where .Zi(t), Z= 1, 2, 3 are the solutions of(1.16) and 0 replaces Q in (1.16, 
2.6, 2.6’). 
The limit (2.4) generalizes the classical averaging theorem in the case of 
time independent Q, while (2.4’) presents an aspect of generalization to the 
Neishtadt’s theorem. 
Note that by the divergence theorem 
cQ.vJ>a (J)= jj div Q (z;.a(z)<J) 
thus 
(Q.VJ>, CO)= <Q.VJ>, to)+ <&VJ>z (0). 
and p1 +p2 = 1 due to (2.6,6’). 
In Section 2 we prove the convergence 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
to a diffusion process on the tree 8, together with the analogous result for 
6 * P;;, Section 3 deals with the convergence 
(2.9) 
Some of the technical parts of the proofs will be given in Appendixes 
A and B. 
3. PROOF OF (2.8) 
Let PExV denote the solution to the Ito process (1.23) killed at X?. For 
a test function UE C,“(G) we obtain 
U’(to, I, x) = E,,,(U(z(t)) := j U(z) PE,u(~, to, t, dz), (3.1) 
R 
where U” satisfies the backward equation: (a, :=VH.V) 
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with the end condition 
U”(t, t, x) = U(x) (3.2’) 
and subjected to Dirichlet B.C. on XL 
Turning to the tree 6, we define an admissible test function U” by 
u”= UfEcyh,), a= 1,2, 3, 
subject to the conditions below: 
U” E C”(B), i.e., 
lim (i dUt<*, 
J,+O *dJ 
where, for J E 8, 
a,(J)- (IVA’>, (J) (3.4) 
(see (2.2) for definition). era is well defined and smooth in the interior of 
each branch, but 
lim a,(J) = co, a=l, 2, 3 (3.5) 
J-O 
while 
Jg”“J o,(J) =O> a= 1, 2. (3.6) (I 
In particular, by (3.3b) and (3.5) 
lim dUz=O. 
Jo-0 dJ (3.7) 
The motivation for definition (3.3) is the following. 
If UEC”(Q) and U(z)= U(Y(z)) (See Section 2), then D(J) satisfies 
(3.3a, b, c). In fact, (3.3a) is obvious, while on the homoclinic orbit for any 
domain Sz,, 
VJ,~n=a,&Y(z)), (3.8) 
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using (3.4) and (2.2), so (3.3b, c) guarantees the conservation of the flux 
across the homoclinic orbit for U. 
Define the operator on Cm(d): 
Let L, be the Co(d) closure of i,, defined on the core space of test 
functions U’(J) which satisfies conditions (3.3a, b, c) together with 
i, l-Jo E C”(b) (3.3d) 
and the Dirichlet condition on J3 = .?= 8fi (see (2.1, 2)): 
uy(& = 0. (3.9) 
We will denote the functions space C”(d) subjected to (3.9) by C:(d). 
LEMMA 3.1. The operator E,, generates a strongly continuous, contraction 
semigroup on C:(d) which preserves positiveness (M semigroup). 
As is well known, there is a one-to-one correspondence between M 
semigroups and Markov processes which are homogeneous in time and 
satisfy Feller’s condition. Thus 1, is associated with a Markov family 
PV(Jo, t, dJ), given as the kernel of the semigroup below: 
Qt, Jo) = J‘, PV(J, t, dJ’) UO(J’), (3.10) 
where 
-g lLL,l7, O(0, .) = u”. (3.11) 
By an adaptation of a classical argument [ 111 we may construct a family 
of measures (P:} on {C([to, co); fi u {w}), $}, induced by the semi- 
group (3.10), where 
P(Jo, t - I,, dJ) 3 Py,,,(J(t) E dJ). (3.12) 
Proof of Lemma 3.1. The proof follows by examining the following 
conditions: 
(a) The core of L, is dense in C:(d). 
(b) The maximum principle: If U” E Core(&), and 
U”(Jo) = maxn U” > 0, then 1, U”(Jo) < 0. (3.13) 
505/8312-S 
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(c) AU - L, U = f admits a solution for an everywhere dense 
set of functions f E C”(b), given 2 > 0. (3.14) 
It can be shown [14] that (a-c) yield the conditions of the 
Hille-Yoshida theorem for the operator L,, together with the positiveness 
preserving of 
R,(J+ (U-L,)-‘. 
(a) is trivial, while (b) is obvious for Joint, CI = 1, 2, 3. We have 
to verify (b) for Jo = -J,, cz = 1, 2 and for the vortex point Jz =O, 
c1= 1,2, 3. In the first case, assume Jo = -J, is a maximal point of U”. 
Then 
(3.15) 
while 
c(=l, 2, (3.16) 
since (Q.VJ)R(-Ja)=a,(-J,)=O for cr=l, 2. However, by Green’s 
theorem and the definition of c (3.4) 
fJc(J) = (AJ) (3.17) 
(see [ 151). Since by assumption, { - Ja} corresponds to a nondegenerate 
extremum of H, then (AJ), (-I,)>0 and (3.15) and (3.17) via (3.16) 
yield (b). At J, = 0, c1= 1, 2, 3, we obtain by (3.7) 
L, U’(O) = f’mo dJ _ q+o). (3.18) 
In fact (Q .VJ), (0) < cc and (3.18) follows from (3.7) and the defini- 
tion of 1,. If J= 0 is a maximal point of U”, then 
lim o,(J) -$ U” 2 0 a= 1, 2 (a) 
JTO 
lim a,(J) $ U” < 0 
JlO 
(b) 
(3.19) 
and by (3.3~) we conclude the equality sign in (3.19b). But, since (0) is a 
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maximal point of U’j on d,, we obtain from (3.19b) with the equality sign 
and the positivity of c: 
(3.20) 
which yields (3.13) via (3.18) and the continuity of &,U” (3.3d). 
(c) The solution for (3.14) for A = 0 can be given explicitly (see [ 151). 
For I.> 0 small enough we obtain a solution by a Neuman series in A. 1 
We proceed now to the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let P;& be the solution of the killed Zto process (1.23). 
(a) Zf Q E Q(z) is independent of the time then the convergence 
lim J?& = I:,,., (3.21) 
5-O 
holds weakly on 
{C(DO~ a); J-9, R>, (3.22) 
for every to E [w’ and ZE&? not on the homoclinic orbit of H. Py,,J is the 
Markov family on b (3.12), induced by the diffusion process generated by L, 
(3.11). 
(b) gQ=Q(z, .) is 27~~ periodic in time and ( 1.21) holds, then 
lim 0 * Pfl = 8 * P 
c-0 
=a .F(=cl) (3.21’) 
holds weakly on 
{CC-Q co); J-a, E;> (3.22’) 
for any non positive, smoothly distributed rv 8 and Z,EQ not on the 
homoclinic orbit of H. 
In order to prove Theorem 3.1, we first show: 
LEMMA 3.2. For each {to, zo} E R’ x a the set (P~&,}E,0,4,0 is pre- 
compact as a subset of measures on the path space (3.22) w.r.t. the weak 
topology. 
Proof of Lemma 3.2. 
PqE>O,~>o 
Given {to, zo} E R’ x Sz, the weak compactness of 
follows by a direct adaptation to [13, Theorem 1.4.61; Let 
f ;0 E Co(m) an admissible function in the sense of (3.3a-d), Jo E h such that 
f .QJo, = 1, ffO=O if dist(J- Jo) > 6, (3.23) 
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and 0 <f ;0 d ~VJE d. Assume there exists a constant A6 > 0, independent 
of Jo, v] and E such that f;&J(t)) + A, t is a positive submartingale w.r.t. 
P:;OzO. Then { P$O} E, O,tl, 0 is a precompact set. 
bivenf;O, it follows from (2.3) 
&o(f;,,(J(t)) + A,? I $ ,, ,I = F;:,,(f;,,VW) + Aat I E ,, ,h 
where t;;:z,, (V&J are the expectations w.r.t. &yz,, (Pjz,z,). f:,,(Y(z(t)) + 
A6 t is a P;,$, submartingale provided 
(3.24) 
where 
L;:=;a,+QV+qA. (3.25) 
Note that f;,,(4( .))E~(L”~) by (3.23) and (3.3ad). Since a,f;&Y(.)) 
- 0, the rhs of (3.24) is indeed independent of E. The reader may convince 
himself that Aa can be chosen independently of Jo and q as well, hence the 
conditions for the compactness theorem are satisfied. 1 
Let U, E C,“(Q) be an admissible function in the sense of (3.3a-d), and 
Do E C:(d) the related function: 
00(2(z)) = U,(z), VZER. (3.26) 
In order to prove Theorem 3.la it is enough to show for any admissible 
test function U0 
for (to, zo) E Iw’ x Sz, z. not on the homoclinic orbit of H. In (3.27), [E;,,J 
stands for the expectation w.r.t. P;O,J as defined in (3.12). 
In fact the limit (3.27) yields the uniqueness (in law) of the limit of Pf$,, 
E + 0 due to the Markov property of the limit [4, Section 6, p. 681. 
Equivalently, Theorem 3.lb follows by proving 
lim G& Uo(4t)) = ~~,g~,o, ~ (J(t)), Vt>O (3.27’) E--r0 
for any non negative, smoothly distributed rv 8. 
To prove (3.27), we have to show the convergence 
lim UE(tO, t, zo) = O(t - to, Y(zo)), t > to (3.28) 
E--r0 
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for all (to, zO) E [w’ x Sz, z0 not on the homoclinic orbit of H. Here 
UE(fO, t, .) is the solution of the backward Eq. (3.2) with V, as the end con- 
dition at t = to, and I!?( ., + ) is the solution of (3.11) where O(O, . ) = oO(. ) 
as an initial condition. Similarly, (3.27’) follows from 
lim J” e*(s) UE(S, t, zo) ds = J” e*(s) i7(t -s, ,a(~,)) ds; tao 
E’O -m -cc 
(3.28') 
for any smooth, non negative fI*, fTr: 8* = 1 and z0 not on the homoclinic 
orbit of H. 
Unfortunately, we cannot prove directly the pointwise convergence (3.28, 
3.28’). Lemma 3.3 below claims the II, convergence 
LEMMA 3.3. Zf either Q is independent of the time or Q is 271~~’ periodic 
in time and (1.21) holds, then the limit (3.28) holds Vt > to E [w’ in the [I,(Q) 
sense, uniformly on bounded time subintervals of [to, CO). 
To complete the proof of Theorem 3.1 we introduce the proposition 
below, which plays an essential role in the proof of Lemma 3.3 itself. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Consider the backward Eq. (3.2) subject to the end 
condition (3.26). 
(a) Zf Q is independent of time, then Vt > to, 
IIWfO? 6 .)111,2G c (3.29) 
Ild,U”(to, t, .)llo.zQ cE1’2 (3.30) 
IlaHwtO, 6 .N1,26 c. (3.31) 
Here I/ . )Ik,2 is the Sobolev norm on the space Wk’2(12) offunctions on 52 with 
square integrable derivatives up to order k. C stands, here and thereafter, for 
a generic constant. 
(b) IfQ is 2x&-’ time periodic, then, for t >,t, 
J ’ II U%, t, .)II 1.2 ds < C (3.29') 10 
(3.30') 
(3.31’) 
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The proof of (2.29), (2.30), and (2.31) follows by multiplying (3.2) with 
U” and a,UE and integrating by parts. Similarly (2.29’), (2.30’), and (2.31’) 
follow by multiplying (3.2) by U” and (&(a/&) + a,) U”, and an integration 
by parts. We skip the details. 
Below we demonstrate how the pointwise convergence of (3.27) and 
(3.27’) follows from the [L, convergence claimed at Lemma 3.3, via 
(3.29-3.31, 3.29’-3.31’). Using (3.3c3.31) and a trace argument, we obtain 
oscr,zo, UE(fO, t, .) d C{ sup IVHI > E”4, 
U:o) 
(3.32) 
where T(z,) is the level curve of H crossing Z~E Sz (See [lS] or end of 
Appendix A in this paper for a similar argument.). Equation (3.32) together 
with (3.29) yield the following version of equicontinuity: Vz,, z2 E 52 
1 UE(tO, t, zl) - UE(tO, t, z2)1 < Cl maxi= I,2{sup [VHl -1)&l/4 
nz,) 
+ C, dist’!‘(Y(z,) -Y(z2)) (3.33) 
Equation (3.33) and Lemma 3.3 yield the pointwise convergence of 
UE(tO, t, .) outside the homoclinic orbit. (In fact, uniform convergence on 
every compact Kc Q not including the homoclinic orbit. Note that 
suprco, (VHI -’ = co if z0 is on the homoclinic orbit.) 
For case (b) in Theorem 3.1, define 
42’“(t, .) := i‘” -e*(s) U”(s, t, .) ds 
-m 
and assume, without limiting the generality, that t?* is supported on 
0 2 s > - T> - co, and de*/ds exists and is integrable. 
Using (2.29’) and the definition of @’ we obtain 
Il~‘“(t, -)I1 1.2 G C? (3.29”) 
for t 2 0 where C is determined from sup I8* I and the constant in (2.29’). 
In addition 
aHoqt, .)= jome* aHu”(s, t, .)ds+c jI_a,[e*(s, U% t, .)] ds 
-&e*(o) uyo, t) = j;, e*(s)[8,UE(s, t, .) + E 8, U’(S, t, .)] ds 
s 
0 
+E UPS, t, .) a,e* ds - &e*(o) ~(0, t). 
-a, 
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Thus, by (2.30’) and (2.31’) and the maximum principle 
Ila,@“(t, .)llo,2 < c&“2 + CE (2.30”) 
Ila,@“(t, .)I1 ,,* d c+ CE, (2.31”) 
where C is determined in terms of sup IQ*/, sup I(d/ds)8*1, sup, lU”( .)I 
and the constant in (2.30’) and (2.31’). Thus, the pointwise convergence of 
+XE(t, .) follows via (3.29”), (3.30”), and (3.31”) and Lemma 3.3 in complete 
analogy to (a). 
The proof of Lemma 3.3 is given in Appendix A, where we use again the 
(2.31’), (2.32’), and (2.33’) of Proposition 3.1 and trace theorems on 
52 x [to, t] to obtain the IL, convergence. 
4. PROOF OF (2.9) 
In this section we prove the second part of our main theorem in 
Section 2. Consider the equation 
(L,-~)V,=vl(aV:,)+bV:,-~V,=f, (4.1) 
defined on the tree fi, where b(J) := (Q .V$), g as in (3.5), Vk stands for 
the J derivative of V,, f~ C”(d) and V, satisfies conditions (3.3ad) and 
(3.9). From Lemma 3.1 we know that E,, satisfies the conditions of the 
Hille-Yoshida theorem and thus generates a strongly continuous, contrac- 
tion semigroup. Let U&t, .) be the solution of (3.1 l), U,(O, .) = f. Then V, 
is the Laplace transform of U,: 
I 
r 
V, = lim 
T-cc 0 
ec”‘U,(s, .) ds. 
The convergence above holds in the space norm C”(d), i.e., uniformly on 
a. We impose the assumption below: 
(a) 6,~ -Y<O, for JE [0, 91 = b, 
(b) b,<O, for JE [0, -jR)=fi, a= 1, 2 
(HI 
(Note that b,( -1,) = 0, tl= 1, 2.) Assumption (H) is introduced for the 
sake of convenience and is not a real restriction to generality. The main 
analytic tool in this section (and Appendix B) is based on a boundary layer 
analysis, which is non standard in our case due to the singularity of 0 at 
J= 0. If b admits a zero in b - (O}, then we may directly use the standard 
theory of boundary layers near this point [S]. 
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Define V, on fi according to the following role 
(a) On fi,, c1= 1, 2, V; is the unique bounded solutions of 
b,( P-G)’ - 1 v; = f, (4.2) 
(uniqueness is justified by assumption (Hb) and the remark thereafter). 
(b) on fi3, Vi is the unique solution of 
bV;‘-W;=f, (4.3) 
subject to 
G(O) =Pl G(O) +p2 G(O)? (4.4) 
where pX as given in (2.6), (2.6’), and V:(O) are determined by (4.2). 
The convergence (2.9) follows from: 
LEMMA 4.1. Given A. > 0 and a compact set KC fi, where (0) v j$ K. 
Then 
lim V, = V, (4.5) v-0 
uniformly on K. 
Note that, in general, V. is not continuous on b and does not satisfy the 
Dirichlet condition (3.9) at {I}, while V, is. Thus, the convergence cannot 
be extended to the whole of d. 
The reader may convince himself that Lemma 4.1 produces the proof of 
(2.9) by observing that the equations for V, are just the resolvent equations 
associated with the operator b(a/aJ). For Jo E 8,, CI = 1, 2, we obtain by 
assumption (Ha) 
VOVO) = jame-“XJ,(s)) & 
where J,(S) is the solution of (1.16) on 6,, J,(O)=J,. For .JocfiJ we 
obtain by assumption (Ha) and (4.4): 
Vi(J,) = loTo e -%J+)) ds +p, 6 e-“Y(J~(s)) ds 
s 
00 
+P2 e-?fVAS)) ds, 
To 
(4.6) 
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where J,( T,,) = J,( T,) = Jr( T,) = 0. Equation (4.6) may be rewritten as 
-isEio.o(.Io, s, dJ) f(J) ds, 
where Poo(J, ., .) as defined in the main theorem (Section 2). A well-known 
result [12] connects the convergence of the resolvents to the convergence 
of the semigroups and thus to the weak convergence of the transition 
probabilities conditioned on Jo E K. 
Now P?&>,>o is a precompact set of measures on { C( [to, co); 
bu (o}, E}, since it is a subset of the weak limits of {&~zO}~E,O,V,O~, 
Y(zo) = Jo, E + 0, which is precompact due to Lemma 3.2. Thus (2.9) holds 
by an argument analogous to the one given in Section 3. 
The proof of Lemma 4.1 follows from the lemma below: 
LEMMA 4.2. Given a real a, there exists a function V; on d,, a = 1, 2, 3, 
which satisfies 
(Jq - 2) P; =f+ Y,(rl, 4 on 8, (4.7,) 
P;(O) = a, a = 1, 2, 3, P;(j) = 0, (4.7,) 
where y,(n, .) E C’(d,) and 
lim Y,(v, . ) = 0, (4.8) ‘1-O 
the convergence in (4.8) holds untformly on d,. 
In addition, given a compact set Kcd as in the statement of Lemma 4.1 
and arbitrary 6 > 0, then for n small enough 
sup 1 P; - VJ < 26, 
K 
(4.9) 
where V: is defined by (4.2) f or a = 1, 2 according to condition (a) and by 
(4.3) on fij, subject to the boundary condition 
Vi(O) = V:(O) = a. (4.10) 
Furthermore, V; satisfies for a = 1, 2, 3: 
lim a,(V;)‘=n-‘(a- V;(O))b,(O)+o 
J-0 
Proof of Lemma 4.1. Let 
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Then for arbitrary 6 > 0 and q small enough, 
SUP wq <;, a= 1, 2, 3 
Qz 
(4.13) 
Note that (4.12) and (4.9) yield (4.5) on Kn {si, ud2}. To prove (4.5) on 
K n 8, we have to verify that a on the rhs of (4.10) is given by Vi defined 
in (3.4). For this end we need (4.13) (see below). 
To prove (4.12) note 0,(O)= @i(j) =0 by (4.7*, 10) and for 6 >O 
arbitrarily small and q small enough we obtain by (4.7,), (4.8), 
(&/I) e;-; >o 
( 1 
on Ss,, (4.14) 
and 
O;(J)-;<0 for J= (O}, a = 1, 2, JE {j} u {0}, tl= 3. (4.14’) 
An application of the maximum principle to (4.14, 14’) yields 
eq<i on si,, a= 1, 2, 3, (4.15) 
and the opposite inequality follows similarly. This concludes (4.12). To 
prove (4.13) consider the function I+$, EC’(a), where 
(&A)$,= -61 on d, (4.16) 
and $V E g(L,). By Lemma 4.2 with the choice a =0 in (4.7,), (4.10) we 
obtain the existence of 4, which for 4 small enough satisfies 
(4.17) 
and t&(O) = 0, c1= 1, 2, 3. Hence 
(L+)(e,-W-o 
while 
on si, 
e;(+ij;(.q=o-o=o on J= (0) for a= 1, 2; JE (0) u (Q, a=3. 
Hence the maximum principle applied to each branch yields 
e;<tj; on 6,, 
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and by an equivalent argument 
Hence 
e;> -lJ; on $,. 
-:rn, a,($~)’ < jFO ~~(0:) < Frno a,($;)‘. 
(4.18) 
Applying (4.11) with the above choice (a = 0) we obtain 
lim a,($;)’ = - ~~iijG(O) b,(O) + 0 
J-0 
(4.19) 
where I& are the solutions of 
b,(l&)’ - h& = - SA (4.20) 
on 6,, CC= 1, 2, 3 and 1+$:(0)=0. Then (4.19) via (4.18) yields (4.13) 
immediately for c( = 3, while for CI = 1, 2 note that $:(O), determined by the 
unique bounded solution of (4.20), is of order 6. Since 6 is arbitrarily small 
we conclude (4.13 ). 
The proof of Lemma 4.1 follows from (4.12), (4.13), and (3.3~). In fact, 
let a=lim,,, V,(O) in (4.11) (We may switch to a subsequence of 4 for 
which the limit exists). Then, by (4.1 l), (4.12), and (4.13), 
lim ez(V;)‘=~-‘(VV(0)- V;(O))6,(0)+0 11 +o s 
J-0 
(“) (‘); ci=l,2, 
(4.21 i) 
while 
Thus, by (3.3~) 
(4.22) 
Letting v -+ 0 and 6 be arbitrarily small in (4.22) we conclude that 
lim rl+o Vz is unique and is given by Vi(O) as defined in (4.4). The 
convergence (4.5) on Knfi, then follows from (4.9) and (4.12). 
The proof of Lemma 4.2 is given in Appendix B. 
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APPENDIX A 
Proof of Lemma 3.3. In the following we restrict ourselves to time 
dependent Q, since the proof for time independent Q follows as a special 
case of the proof below. 
Without loss of generality we may substitute t, = 0. Consider UE( t, .) as 
the solution of (3.2) in a forward version 
Do(S( .)I, (A.1) 
where L: is given as in (3.25), after time reflection in Q. Let O( t, . ) be the 
solution of the forward equation on fi: 
; O=LJJ, O(0, .) = O,( .). (A.21 
Define 
Then 
W”(t, .) = U”(t, .) - B(t, 9( .)). (A-3) 
;W.=L’,W”+r 
(A.4) 
W(0, . ) !E 0, wm=o, 
where 4 := ri + 52, 
5, :=]1(--dB+ (d~),,.,)-(~.VJ-(~.vJ>>aJ~(~(.,, 
t2:= -a,O($(.))(Q-Q).VJ. 
(A.5) 
From (AS) we obtain 
5,=ri(t,f,.)&~(ri(t,~,.))ds~0, i=l,2. (A-6) 
where the t/c dependence in (A.6) is due to the explicit t dependence of Q. 
We now multiply both sides of (A.4) by W” and integrate by parts on 
52 x [0, T] to obtain 
(A.7) 
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hence 
+ lj I WY2 ; II w:,, (O)=O. (A.81 R 
Here and thereafter, C stands for a generic constant which may depend 
only on T and Do. 
If H includes no homoclinic orbit, then we may parameterize Q by the 
action-angle pair (J, 0) in terms of which 
(A.9) 
and W(J) := (d/dJ) H(,, # 0 on 52. Introduce ei in terms of the action-angle 
variables: 
where, by (A.6); Vt, JEW, 
2n 2n 
s s 
ci(t,s,J,e)deds=O. 
0 0 
(A.lO) 
Given /I > 0, set 
Then, by (A.9) 
(A.1 1) 
By (A.lO) we obtain [6] 
(A.12) 
for each non resonant point in Q. By assumption (1.21) we conclude that 
/3x? converged to 0 a.s. on [0, T] x S’ x SL. By the dominated convergence 
theorem the limit (A.12) holds also on L,( [0, T] x 5” x Q). 
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Substituting (A.ll) in the last two terms of (A.7) we obtain 
joT j, WEti= joT jQ WE(E at + aH)XY 
+ \’ ( B~~WE+E. 1’ I” w&a&. (A.13) 
Jo J, 
We now apply (3.30’) to obtain 
Jo JQ 
joTjQ W”5iGCE”2+ sup lW”l joTjQ (W+E la,xflj. (, 
0 x co, Tl 
A.14) 
I W&I Using the IL I convergence (A.12), the E independent bound of sup, 
and sup, ja,xfl we obtain from (A.7) 
llW”lI:,,~T~~Cj~llW”ll~,*(S)ds+o(1), 
0 
where o( 1) relates to the rhs of (A.14). This completes the proof of Lemma 
2.4 for simple H. 
We turn now to the case in which H admits an homoclinic orbit. Given 
6 > 0, consider the domains d, c 52, where 
ai2, :=r,; ,a,(r,) = - 6, a=1,2 
I-,=r:CJr:, Y(lq) = 6, r:=asz 
(see Fig. 4). 
Define P as 
us= (J; JEST& 
OS= t?+ [D(J(T:))- O(J(r,))]; JE& 
o6 = i!?(J(l-:)), JEQ@, fi :=d,d,v6,, (A.15) 
FIGURE 4 
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where 0 is the solution of (A.2). Note that ~!?(.a( .)) is continuous on 52 
and admits (as a function of z), a jump in the normal derivative across 
r:=r,ur,ur~. Let 
wfi := uyt, .)- O”(t, Y( .)), (A.16) 
where U” is the solution of (A.l). Analogous to (A.4) we obtain for W”.” 
and 
f W’,“=L,U~-~O(t,./(T:)); ZEQ\i=2 (A.17) 
while 
W”W 4 = (si,W)) - B&W))) = 1 cn,nl [Doo(9(.)) - O,(s(r;))] 
(A.18) 
where led, is the indicator function of d. 
Multiplying (A. 17) by WE,6, integrating over [0, T], and integration by 
parts yields the generalization of (A.7): 
; II wE’6110,2 CT)-; II WE%,2 (0) 
(A.19) 
The last two terms in (A.19) are the boundary integrals due to the 
integration by parts of WE,’ A W”,6 on each of the domains d,, 52\8 
separately. In fact, the resulting boundary integrals take the form 
wq-(a/an) WEJ], where [(a/&z) WGv] stands for the jump in normal 
derivatives of WE,tl across r,, but since U’,“(t, .) is smooth and O6 is 
constant in S2\8 we obtain the boundary integrals P”(a/an) 0 on r. 
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The third integral in the rhs of (A.19) is estimated as in (A.14). In fact, 
5 r, l2 are uniformly bounded on d, away from the homoclinic orbit. The 
forth integral is estimated as 
< C meas”’ (52\.0) = Co(h), (A.20) 
since a,rf is continuous on 0 x [0, T], independent of E, 6, and 
/) W611 0,2 ( .) is uniformly bounded as well. 
The last (boundary) integrals in (A.23) are rewritten as 
+vJ= ~,(a.lw ”,d),(fa,. (A.21) 
0 
In (A.21) we used the definition of (.) (1.18) and o, (3.4). Note that, by 
definition, ( IVYI 2 - a,) E 0. Hence we may define x E C’(T,) where 
Then 
(A.22) 
In (A.22) we used the definitions of (. ), integration by parts over 
ra x [0, T], and the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality. L(T,) is the arc-length 
of Ta. Here and thereafter, C(6) stands for a generic constant independent 
of E, but may admit arbitrarily large values for arbitrarily small 6 > 0. 
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Using (3.30’) and (3.31’), the trace theorem and interpolation yields 
ii T I(a,+&a,)Lq*6C(6)&“*. (A.23) 0 r, 
Combining (A.22) and (A.23), we estimate the first integral in (A.21) by 
(IVJ12--)a,o~qC(s)[&“24ESUp 1x11. (A.24) 
rz 
The second integral in (A.21), inserted in the last two integrals of (A.19) 
yields 
where 
gaw := ~,vv3 amy mx 
G(t) :=g,(t) +gAf) -gAt). 
The first integral in (A.25) is estimated, using the definition of G and 
(3.3c): 
2qC sup IG(-)J - 0. 
CO. Tl 
(A.26) 
The last two integrals in (A.25) are estimated by 
2q max 
/I 
T 
r=l,2 0 g(t){< we9 (f,.l(I-;) - ( IF6 > 
where g( .) stands for one of the g,, c1= 1, 2, 3. Let us define 
w.27) 
Y-“(z) := IoT g(s) uys, z) ds. (A.28) 
Using the definition of WE,‘, I!?‘, and (A.28) we rewrite (A.27) as 
2rl ,Jy* W”),,,:, - W”),,,)I. (A.29) 
505/83/2-9 
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Equation (A.29) is estimated by 
(A.30) 
where the inf above is taken w.r.t. {zi, z,; zi or:, z,E~,}. 
By (3.29’) and the E and 6 independent bound of Ig(t)l (due to (3.3~)) 
we obtain 
s IVzYq2< c. (A.31) a 
Utilizing (A.31) we estimate the second term in (A.30) by 
C ,my2 dist”‘(r,, r,), (A.32) 
To estimate Ox, IV&l, where r is any non homoclinic orbit of H, let 
zi, z2 E IY We may write z, = z(O), z2 = z(r,), where z( .) is the solution of 
the unperturbed hamiltonian (d/dt)z = OH(z). Then 
g(t) d,U”(t, Z(T)) do dt > (A.33) 
In the last equality we used the definition of V (A.28) and the identity 
a,, 0 - 0. Estimate the rhs of (A.33) as 
U’(z( t, T)) 8, g(t) dz dt 
The last two terms in (A.34) are estimated by O(E) uniformly, since U” 
is uniformly bounded and g, a, g are indepeiident of E. As for the first term 
in (A.34), we transform the z integration to arc-length integration along the 
orbit r with I({) is the length parameter: 
g(t)(a,- E 8,) U”(t, Z(T)) dt dr 
6 sup Ig(t)l sup IoH(O( -’ j’j l(aH+~ a,) U”(t, 5)l dl,<, dt. 
PA 7’1 ItorI 0 r 
(A.35) 
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Using (3.30’) and (3.31’) together with the observation that 
(a, + E a,) U” satisfies the homogeneous Dirichlet condition on XI, we 
obtain by a trace argument and interpolation, 
(A.35) < C(~)E”~. (A.36) 
By (A.33-A.36) we obtain 
~scjr,,i-,) IV”I < c(6)(E1’4 + E). (A.37) 
Then, via (A.29) and (A.32), we estimate (A.27) by 
(A.27) < C(~)(E”~ + E) + C ,m;x2 dist”‘(r:, r,). (A.38) 
Since dist(rt, r,) -+O as E +O we obtain the estimate on the second 
integral of (A.21) via (A.38) and (A.26). 
This concludes the estimate on the boundary integrals in (A.21). The rest 
of the proof follows exactly as in the non homoclinic case. 1 
APPENDIX B 
Proof of Lemma 4.2. We consider first the branches 8,, CI = 1, 2. Let 
V,, be as defined by (4.2). For K > 0 small enough define 
VyyJ) = v;(J); -5,656 -K 
v;“(J): V;i( - lc); -rc<JdO. 
(B.1) 
Using (4.1) on the c1 branch, 
(L,-~)v~K=f+?(,Vb)‘1(-j,,~K)+~~(-~)(V~)”(-~)S(J+h-) 
-b(V~)‘l,_K,,,-l(V;- If;“). U3.2) 
Here, lca,bJ is the characteristic function of [a, 61 and 6 is the Dirac 
distribution. 
Define V”; on d,, c1= 1, 2 as 
V:(J) = 0; --1c<J,<0 
V;(J)=j’ o;l(y)exp( -cxa(y)~~~a(-K)l)&; 
(B.3) 
-J,QJ<-u, 
-K 
where 
L(J) = jo’ 0, ‘(~1 b,(s) & -J,< J<O. (B.4) 
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Note that x is well defined, since 0 - ‘b is uniformly bounded on fi,. In fact, 
b, is bounded and admits zero of the same order as era at J = - J, (see 
(2.7) and (3.17)). A direct computation yields 
q(a,( VT)‘)’ + b( I”;)’ = q 6(J+ rc). (B.5) 
Let pa be detined on fi, a.s.: 
P(J) = 1, -$<J,O 
P(J) = 0, -j&J< -2 
and 0 <p < 1, lp’l + Jp”j < C on 8,. Let 
P: := a,( -ic)( v;)(tK)pv;. 
By (B.3), (B.7) and the definition of p we obtain 
(B.6) 
(B.7) 
sup ) P;I u 0. 
A 
Q, 
(B-8) 
(Note that x(y) - K( - K) > 0 and monotonic on ( -K, -Ia)). A direct 
computation using (B.3), (B.7), and (B.8) yields 
(?-~)P~=?~,(-K)G(J+~-) G(-x)+y,(J,t7,~), (B.9) 
where for fixed 0 < K < I&I 
lim sup jr(‘)1 = 0. (B.lO) 
v+o (j, 
Next, consider 
V; :=~~~o;‘(~)e-‘(Y)!v 
0 
‘b,(s) V~(s)l~~,,o~ex(s)‘s ds dy (B.ll) 
0 > 
and let @ = pVi. Then 
(L, - A) f; = l,-,,,b, V;- #; + q(a,p’)’ V; + 2~4 I’;)’ + bp’V;. 
(B.12) 
We claim 
sup 1 P;t s 0, 
-al 
(B.13) 
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where the convergence in (B.13) is uniform w.r.t. q. In fact, VT=0 for 
-ja<J< --.7d2 while for -5,/2<JdO 
X 
i 
y1 (p,,o)ex(s)‘qb,(~) V;(s) ds dy . (B.14) 
0 
Equation (B.4) yields 
so, using an integration by parts on (B.14) 
1 P;(J)1 < C 
i 
-j: l~--K,Oj dy-epX’J”q ji l( -K, O)ex(Y)lV dy} % 2Ck-. (B.15) 
The second integral in (B.15) was estimated by the monotony of x. In 
addition 
bdp;);J)i GLe 
- x(J)/rl 
o,(J) 
bVb1(-KO)eX(S)‘2ds~C~~1(J)K, (B.16) 
by the monotony of x, again. Combining (B.13), (B. 16), and the definition 
of p, we obtain from (B.12) 
@,-A) P;= -b,P’&K,0)+y(2$c, rj, .), (B.17) 
where 
(B.18) 
Substitution of (B.9), (B.17), and (B.18) in (B.2) yields 
(L, - A)( vy + P; + 8;) = y(l) + f2’ + O(K). (B.19) 
Note that 
P?(O) + Q(O) = 0, v;“(o) = v; + O(K). (B.20) 
Choosing K > 0 arbitrarily small, we obtain (4.7,) for P; = V;” + Py + V;, 
where y.=y”‘+y . (*I By (B.20) we obtain (4.7,) where 
a = Vi(O) + O(K). (B.21) 
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Since 
lim C,( V:“)’ = lim a,( P;)’ = lim a,( PO;)’ = 0, (B.22) 
J-O J+O J+O 
we obtain (4.11) as well, provided a given by (B.21) and K is chosen 
arbitrarily small. To allow general a, we introduce a boundary layer as 
follows: 
qy = pe -xiv. (B.23) 
Then 
(E, -A) fiy = -Al@; + e-Xlq[b,p’ + q(a,p’)‘] + 2p’bepXlq := AmI + yc3), 
(B.24) 
where, by definition of p and the monotonity of x 
(B.25) 
Finally, define 
WO; = -t ji o-l(y)eCx(y)‘T joy p(s) dy (B.26) 
and 
@=pw;. (B.27) 
Note that, while W; is not bounded near J= -I,, I@; is uniformly 
bounded over d,. A direct computation yields 
(L,-A)W;= -tlW;+p#‘~+(q(op’)‘+bp’)W;+2rjqf(W;)’. (B.28) 
An estimate similar to (B.15), (B.17) yields 
sup 1 IQ;1 < 2cJc (B.29) 
Q. 
Define now 
(IT, -A) Iif; = nbv; + co(K). (B.30) 
We observe via (B.24), (B.30) 
while 
(L, - 2”) kP - y(3)+ 6(K), (B.31) 
~(0) = 1 (B.32) 
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and 
lim ~CJJ IP)’ = b,(O). (B.33) 
J-0 
For a given a and arbitrarily small K > 0 define 
Q := v;” + PO; + P; + (a - v;“(o)) PP. (B.34) 
Using (B.20) we obtain P; = a and (B.34) generalizes (4.11) to general a. 
The proof for fi, is simpler. In fact, since b3 ~0 by assumption (H) 
the constructed solution may admit an arbitrary value at J= 0 and the 
boundary layer is redundant. We need, however, a boundary layer at J= j 
to satisfy the Dirichlet condition (3.9). This boundary layer is standard [S] 
since r~ is smooth and bounded at the end point J= j. Apart from this, we 
carry out the same analysis as above. Equation (3.11) is satisfied in view 
of (B.22) since Vi(O) = Pi + 0( ) JC an IC is arbitrarily small. This completes d 
the proof of Lemma 4.2. i 
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